2013 SPECIALIZED CATEGORIES – OLYMPICS SPECIFIC

**PLEASE NOTE**

Due to select categories being judged at a later date, the finalists in some categories are not included on this list. Finalist/Winners in those categories will be announced at the awards show.

2013 SPECIALIZED CATEGORIES – OLYMPICS SPECIFIC

SPECIAL EVENT PROMOTIONAL SPOT (OLYMPICS)

LONDON 2012 "SWIM"
DIRECTV

OLYMPICS
FRANCE 3

ON PLATFORM CAMPAIGN
FOXTEL

SPORTV - OLYMPIC COVERAGE
CANAIS GLOBOSAT

THE OLYMPICS ON NBC "PREVIEW AT THE SUPER BOWL"
STUDIO CITY

LONDON 2012 "TRACK"
DIRECTV

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: SPECIAL EVENT SPOT (OLYMPICS)

CCTV LONDON OLYMPICS 2012
M-I-E

LONDON CALLING
DISCOVERY ITALIA SRL

OUR OLYMIANS
ASTRO MBNS

PINNACLE PROMO - PHANTOM SPOT
FOXTEL

WWII ANNIVERSARY TRAIL
BBC WORLDWIDE
CINEMATIC SPECIFIC

PROMOS AT THE MOVIES

AXN IT’S A MAN’S WORLD
AXN ITALY

DECEPTION THEATER :90
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

MANKIND
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

M-NET MOVIES ODYSSEY 60 LAUNCH
CLEARWATER FOR M-NET MOVIES

PUMP UP SPRING ON DSTV
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

THE WALKING DEAD CINEMA ACTIVATION
IRELAND/DAVENPORT

TELEVISION - VIDEO PRESENTATION: CHANNEL PROMOTION

GENERAL CHANNEL IMAGE SPOT

CANAL+ SCREENS 2.0
BOND STREET FILM STOCKHOLM

COMEDY CENTRAL LAUNCH "FUNNY BONE"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

IMAGE PROMO "SUPERLOGO"
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

SUPERSPORT POV
ORIJIN

CMORE IMAGE SPOT
BOND STREET FILM STOCKHOLM

SUPERSPORT TRANSFORMERS
ORIJIN

GENERAL CHANNEL IMAGE CAMPAIGN

COMEDY CENTRAL LAUNCH "FUNNY BONE"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

CRIME MANIA
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS ITALY

FEAR CLUB - SPACE
TURNER ARGENTINA - INAJUS - SPACE

CONTINUED...
KABEL EINS: SUPERLOGO CAMPAIGN
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

SBS - NITV LAUNCH
SBS

SUPERSPORT TRANSFORMERS
ORIJIN

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: GENERAL CHANNEL IMAGE SPOT

CALLE 13 IDENTS
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL IBERIA

LIFESTYLE FOOD IDENTS
LIFESTYLE FOOD

LONDON CALLING
BBC WORLDWIDE CHANNELS / BBC GLOBAL NEWS

MTV CHANNEL IDENTITY
VIMN MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

SKY MOVIES 007
SKY CREATIVE

THE MEN OF YOU
LIFESTYLE YOU

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: GENERAL CHANNEL IMAGE CAMPAIGN

FRANCE 5 REBRAND
LES TELECREATEURS

NBC SPORTS NETWORK REBRAND
NBC SPORTS AGENCY

STYLE NETWORK REBRAND IMAGE CAMPAIGN
STYLE NETWORK

THE MEN OF YOU
LIFESTYLE YOU

TV 15
IFICINA

VTM / THE NEW IDENTITY
GÉDÉON & VTM

GENERAL CHANNEL IMAGE SPOT - LONG FORMAT

DMAX CHANNEL PROMO
DISCOVERY ITALITA SRL

CONTINUED...
GRUMPY KING
CARTOON NETWORK

THE NEXT ONES
NBC SPORTS AGENCY

NBC “BROTHERHOOD OF MAN”
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

SKY MOVIES 007
SKY CREATIVE

THE LUCKY ONES
NBC SPORTS AGENCY

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: CHANNEL ID

ARROW IDENT
SKY CREATIVE

CALLE 13 IDENTs
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL IBERIA

DMAX ITALIA
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

HISTORY IDENT CIVILIZE
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

PARAMOUNT CHANNEL IDENTITY
VIMN - MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

THE STORY IS EVERYTHING - IDENTs
FX CHANNEL

CHANNEL HOLIDAY/SPECIAL EVENT SPOT

AXN AT THE OLYMPICS
AXN ITALY

CANAL+ SUMMER HITS
BOND STREET FILM STOCKHOLM

CHRISTMAS NETWORK SPOT
SKY CREATIVE

KABEL EINS: 20TH ANNIVERSARY HALL OF FAME
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

STUDIO UNIVERSAL PROMO FESTA DELLA DONNA
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALIA

TUNISIAN REVOLUTION: TWO YEARS LATER
ALHURRA TELEVISION
CHANNEL HOLIDAY/SPECIAL EVENT CAMPAIGN

CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGN
FOX SPORTS BRAZIL

CHRISTMAS IDENTS
FRANCE 3

FEAR CLUB - SPACE
TURNER ARGENTINA - INJAUS - SPACE

KABEL EINS: 20TH ANNIVERSARY HALL OF FAME
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

M-NET MOVIES CAR CHASE
CLEARWATER FOR M-NET MOVIES

SIXX TUNE IN
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

ON-AIR PROMOTION FOR CHANNEL WEBSITE

13TH STREET CREME DE LA CRIME
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

FOOD NETWORK WEBSITE
CHELLO ZONE

KANAL 5 PLAY
SBS TV

TALK TO DISCOVERY & IAN WRIGHT CONTEST SPOT
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

TERRA NOVA
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

UNLEASH THE ADVENTURER IN YOU
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

TELEVISION - VIDEO PRESENTATION: CONTENT PROMOTION

PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL SPOT - IN-HOUSE

GRAND DESIGNS AUSTRALIA SEASON 3
THE LIFESTYLE CHANNEL

HBO BE ORIGINAL STAY ORIGINAL IMAGE SPOT
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

HELLS KITCHEN USA SERIES 10
THE LIFESTYLE CHANNEL

HUMAN SEASON
BBC WORLDWIDE

CONTINUED...
MASTER CHEF
KEŞHET BROADCASTING LTD

SKY MOVIES 007
SKY CREATIVE

PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN - IN-HOUSE

13TH STREET THE YEAR OF LAW & ORDER
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

50 MOVIES YOU SHOULD SEE BEFORE YOU DIE 6TH EDITION
INJAUS / TCM / TURNER INTERNATIONAL ARGENTINA

LONELY PLANET AUTHOR SPOT
BBC WORLDWIDE CHANNELS

MBC 2 - COMEDY ON 2 HORROR STARS
MBC BRAND MANAGEMENT

THE FOLLOWING
SKY CREATIVE

TVN SPRING 2012 CAMPAIGN
TVN POLAND

PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL SPOT - OUT-OF-HOUSE

CANAL+ / DEXTER TRAILER
GÉDÉON

CRAZY WOMAN OF VILA OLIMPIA
PUBLICIS BRASIL / CLIENT SONY ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION

MM1HD_THIS IS MADNESS
MONARCHY

NEW SEASON 12-13 PROMO "POP UP BOOK" - AXN
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS IBERIA - AXN

SBS - FRESH HISTORY
METHOD STUDIOS AUSTRALIA

THE GUS EFFECT
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN - OUT-OF-HOUSE

CBS EYECON CAMPAIGN
CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

GUS AND CHARLES
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

CONTINUED...
SBS - UNCOVER MORE DOCUMENTARIES
SBS

THE WALKING DEAD - LIFE GOES ON. AGAIN.
IRELAND/DAVENPORT

'WE ARE NOT JUST GUINEA PIGS' PROMO CAMPAIGN
FRANCE 5

THE WALKING DEAD - LOVED ONES LOST
IRELAND/DAVENPORT

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL SPOT

7TH BIRTHDAY TO HOTVOD
HOT

HARRY POTTER
SKY CREATIVE

SBS - FRESH HISTORY
METHOD STUDIOS AUSTRALIA

THE STAND-UP CLUB "YOGA"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

THE VOICE - ISRAEL
RESHET NCP

VETS & PETS
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN

13TH STREET THE YEAR OF LAW & ORDER
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL_AMERICAN GYPSY
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

AMANPOUR LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
CNN

CBS EYECON CAMPAIGN
CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

FOXXCRIME_C.M. 8 CAMPAIGN_BRAIN'S CELLS
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

SYFY SHOW BUMPERS
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL IBERIA
COMEDY PROGRAM SPOT

COMMUNITY "GOLF CART"
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

FOX8_ROVE_LA_S2_LAUNCH60
FOXTEL PTY LTD

PARKS & RECREATION S2 FINAL EP
COMEDY CHANNEL, FOXTEL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

PUPPET STATE(LAUNCH)
CHANNEL 10

THE STAND-UP CLUB "YOGA"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

MBC1 - COMEDO TETRIS
MBC BRAND MANAGEMENT

COMEDY PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

CITY HUNTER CAMPAIGN
SPE NETWORKS - ASIA PTE LTD

HARALD SCHMIDT
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

THAT '70S SHOW "CIRCLE OF TRUST"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

THE BIG BANG THEORY CAMPAIGN GENERIC "CURIOSITIES" - WARNER
INJAUS - TURNER LATIN AMERICA

THE NEW NORMAL CAMPAIGN: “WORLD PEACE”, “SWIMMING”, “TEAM SPORTS”, “OLYMPIC BABY”
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

WHAT A WONDERFUL COUNTRY
KESHEBROADCASTING LTD

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM SPOT

13TH STREET THE YEAR OF LAW & ORDER
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

CRIMINAL MINDS 8 - FOXCRIME
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS ITALY

ERICK‘SLIST
RT TV CHANEL

HELLS KITCHEN USA
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE FOOD

CONTINUED...
HUGE GRANT'S DAY - AXN WHITE
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS IBERIA - AXN WHITE

THE STAND-UP CLUB "YOGA"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

13TH STREET THE YEAR OF LAW & ORDER
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

EVENING URGANT SHOW
CHANNEL ONE RUSSIA

FEAR CLUB - SPACE
TURNER ARGENTINA - INJAUS - SPACE

GRAMMYS
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD (VH1 INDIA)

ORANGE WARSAW FESTIVAL
TVN POLAND

THE STAND-UP CLUB "YOGA"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

LIVE EVENT SPOT

2013 ELECTIONS ON CHANNEL 10
CHANNEL 10

BARCLAYS PREMIER LEAGUE 2012/13 - MUSIC CLASS
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS (SINGAPORE)

ENGLAND'S TOUR OF INDIA
SKY CREATIVE

THE WARNE IDENTITY
FOX SPORTS AUSTRALIA

UEFA EURO 2012
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

WIMBLEDON 2012 ON SKY
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

LIVE EVENT CAMPAIGN

AFCON ELEMENTALS
MONARCHY

DAILY SHOW & COLBERT REPORT LIVE ELECTION SPECIAL
COMEDY CHANNEL, FOXTEL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

CONTINUED...
GOLDEN GLOBES CAMPAIGN: “"VOICES”; “GHETTO”; “GRENADE”

NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

GUS AND CHARLES
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

MUCHMUSIC - 2012 MMVAS

BELL MEDIA AGENCY

ORDINARY GUYS
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: HOLIDAY/SEASONAL/SPECIAL EVENTS SPOT

BALADA - ISAT
INJAUS DESIGN TURNER INTERNATIONAL ARGENTINA

CHANNEL [V] - OZ ARTIST OF THE YEAR 2012
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

END OF THE WORLD STUNT
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

NAT GEO ADVENTURE_SPOT_XMAS IS SERVED
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL | THE LOST DA VINCI
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

SKY XMAS NETWORK PROMO
SKY CREATIVE

HOLIDAY/SEASONAL/SPECIAL EVENT PROGRAM SPOT

2BE FILMLENTE
VMMA

7TH BIRTHDAY TO HOTVOD
HOT

END OF THE WORLD STUNT
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

MBC2 - JULY HIGHLIGHTS
MBC BRAND MANAGEMENT

SKY MOVIES 007
SKY CREATIVE

TOP GEAR BOND SPECIAL
DISCOVERY ITALIA SRL
HOLIDAY/SEASONAL/SPECIAL EVENT PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

2012 LATIN MUSIC BILLBOARD AWARDS EVENT CAMPAIGN
TELEMUNDO

VIASAT FILM XMAS
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

CHANNEL [V] - OZ ARTIST OF THE YEAR 2012
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

END OF THE WORLD STUNT
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

FEAR CLUB - SPACE
TURNER ARGENTINA - INJAUS - SPACE

VIASAT FILM OSCARS SEASON
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

DRAMATIC PROGRAM SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

FEAR CLUB - SPACE
TURNER ARGENTINA - INJAUS - SPACE

LAST WAR HEROES
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS GERMANY

SBS - DOCUMENTARIES
SBS

THE FOLLOWING
SKY CREATIVE

THE WALKING DEAD - LIFE GOES ON. AGAIN.
IRELAND/DAVENPORT

THE WALKING DEAD - LOVED ONES LOST
IRELAND/DAVENPORT

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

BRAND NEW PENGUINS
NICKELODEON

HAHA_KIDS_CHANNEL_IMAGE PROMO
3KOU BRANDING

LUDO - JINGLE GRAND HUIT, CHEVALIERS & SKI
FRANCE 3

NICKELODEON SPONGY CHRISTMAS IMAGE SPOT
VIACOM GERMANY GMBH

CONTINUED...
ONCE UPON A TIME WITH BOBO AND ZETS
HOT

SPONGEBOB TOP 100
NICKELODEON

UNSCRIPTED/NON-FICTION/REALITY PROGRAMMING SPOT

ADVENTURE SEASON
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

ANIMAL PLANET - RAISED WILD
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA - PACIFIC

AUSTRALIA’S GOT TALENT - ALL STARS
SEVEN NETWORK AUSTRALIA

BEAR GRYLLS - GREATEST HITS
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORDIC

PROJECT RUNWAY
ANTENNA CREATIVE SERVICES

THE VOICE - ISRAEL
RESHET NCP

UNSCRIPTED/NON-FICTION/REALITY PROGRAMMING CAMPAIGN

CELEBRITY APPRENTICE CAMPAIGN “CHARITY” “CIRCUS” “BUS”
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

DYNAMO
TLC LATIN AMERICA

FOX8_ROVE_LA_SEASON2_LAUNCH
FOXTEL PTY LTD

FROZEN PLANET
BBC WORLDWIDE CHANNELS

HUMAN SEASON
BBC WORLDWIDE

WAR ON THE FRONTLINE
BBC WORLDWIDE

ADULT RATED PROGRAM SPOT

ACTION SANTA PROMO 45SEC
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

GODFATHER THEME
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

CONTINUED...
ORGASM DAY
PLAYBOY OF BRAZIL ENTERTAINMENT

VAMPIRE DIARIES NIGHT SPOT
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

WORLD AIDS DAY
PLAYBOY OF BRAZIL ENTERTAINMENT

WORLD MOVIES ADULT: SUMMER OF SIN
SBS SUBSCRIPTION TV

DAYTIME PROGRAM SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

BRUCE LEE MOVIE SPECIALS
MEDIACORP TV CHANNEL 8

CUCINA CON ALE
DISCOVERY ITALIA SRL

JUMP
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

SYFY HEATSTROKE
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

TORTE IN CORSO
DISCOVERY ITALIA SRL

THEATRICAL FILMS SHOWN ON TELEVISION SPOT

FILMFRI DAY LAUNCH 45SEC
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

HARRY POTTER
SKY CREATIVE

JCVD
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

SKY MOVIES 007
SKY CREATIVE

THE ARTIST ON DSTV’S BOXOFFICE
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

GODFATHER THEME
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

DAYPART/BLOCK OF PROGRAMS SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

BRUCE LEE MOVIE SPECIALS
MEDIACORP TV CHANNEL 8

CONTINUED...
FEAR CLUB - SPACE
TURNER ARGENTINA - INJAUS - SPACE

LOVE SUNDAYS
SKY CREATIVE

NBC THURSDAY NIGHT COMEDY “CRANK” :60
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

PRIME CRIME AT TEN
A+E NETWORKS UK

SCARY MONTH
CARTOON NETWORK LATIN AMERICA

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT SPOT

CHANNEL [V] - THE DARK SIDE OF TANNING
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

DSTV CARE MORE – ALGOA BAY
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

EAT HEALTHY LIVE HEALTHY PSA - PROCESSED BEAUTY
ASTRO MBNS

FOX8_AIDS_TRUST30
FOXTEL PTY LTD

MY BROTHER HAS AUTISM
FUNDACION TELETON MEXICO

PSA WASH UP DISNEY XD
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT CAMPAIGN

DISASTER PREPPERS
ABS-CBN CORPORATION

PEATÓN RESPONSABLE
ONCETV MÉXICO

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
A+E NETWORKS UK

SEVEN MOVES
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

SYFY ARMA-GO-ON
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

THE CRITICAL POINT (VIDEO, TEASERS)
TRBC "UKRAINE", LLC
"BEHIND THE SCENES" PROMOTION - LONG/SHORT FORM

AMERICA'S CHOICE 2012 RNC BTS
CNN

BEHIND THE SCENES - LA PATRONA
TELEMUNDO / NBC

CHANNEL [V] - OZ ARTIST OF THE YEAR 2012 BTS
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

GRIMM – “CREATING THE CREATURES BEHIND-THE-SCENES” STORY
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

SMASH S2 SNEAK PEAK
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

TLC - TRASHOPOLIS - BEHIND THE SCENE
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

STUNT PROMOTION - ON-AIR ONLY

13TH STREET THE YEAR OF LAW & ORDER
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

AMERICAN PIE STUNT
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

CHANNEL [V] - OZ ARTIST OF THE YEAR 2012
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

END OF THE WORLD STUNT
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

GOTTA GRUDGE
CHELLO ZONE

SURRENDER TO FEAR
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: INTERSTITIAL/SHORT FORM SPOT

AFRICA MAGIC GENRE IDENT_COMEDY
MONARCHY

DIDI & B - B SONG
NICKELODEON AUSTRALIA

I HEART ART
NICKELODEON

JASON EDWARDS - PURE PHOTOGRAPHY - BHUTAN INTERSTITIAL
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL

CONTINUED...
MTV CHAMELEON
VIMN MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

MTV GROUP HUG
VIMN MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: INTERSTITIAL/SHORT FORM CAMPAIGN

AFRICA MAGIC GENRE CAMPAIGN
MONARCHY

BLACK PERSONALITY - AXN BLACK
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS IBERIA - AXN BLACK

DIDI & B
NICKELODEON AUSTRALIA

PARAMOUNT CHANNEL IDENTITY
VIMN - MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

SHARE A STORY
CITV

SONY MAX - MAX CHICKEN
SONY MAX - AFRICA

INTERSTITIAL/"PROMO-TAINMENT"/GENERAL PROGRAM WRAPS

AXN FLIX BREAKING BAD SEASON 5
AXN LATIN AMERICA

FAMILY GUY WARNING SLATE
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS UK

GRIMM/MOCKINGBIRD LANE - HOST THE NIGHT SEGMENTS
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

TAKE TWO WITH PHINEAS AND FERB IN JAPAN
WALT DISNEY TELEVISION INTERNATIONAL (JAPAN)

THE ART OF FIGHTING
FOX SPORTS AUSTRALIA

TODAY IN SPORT CAMPAIGN
ESPN

INTERSTITIAL/"PROMO-TAINMENT"/MOVIE PROGRAM WRAPS

AXN FLIX RESIDENT EVIL: RETRIBUTION
AXN LATIN AMERICA

BATTLESHIP JUNKET
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

CONTINUED...
MEN IN BLACK III JUNKET  
MEDICORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

STUDIO UNIVERSAL - FOCUS BLACK HAWK DOWN  
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALIA

THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ON SONY SPIN  
SONY SPIN LATIN AMERICA

INTERSTITIAL/PROGRAM/BRAND INTEGRATED PROGRAM WRAPS

CHANNEL [V] - BILLY’S TOPDECK TRIP  
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

MUCHMUSIC - WORKOPOLIS INTERN  
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

ORAL B MKR TAKE OVER  
SEVEN NETWORK - RED ENGINE

THE NOOSE ON SCOOT CAMPAIGN  
MEDICORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

TVGUY AT THE MOVIES  
SEVEN NETWORK - RED ENGINE

ON-AIR CONSUMER TIE-IN/BRAND INTEGRATED SPOT

HYUNDAI ‘DOUBLE ACT’ TVC INTEGRATED WITH SELLING HOUSES AUSTRALIA  
FOXTEL - THE LIFESTYLE CHANNEL

MUCHMUSIC - 2012 MUCHMUSIC AND COCA COLA COVERS LAUNCH SPOT  
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

MUCHMUSIC - HALLOWEEN ELECTRIC CIRCUS DANCE CENTRAL  
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

SOUTH PARK TEES "DIRTY"  
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

TABLETS - AXN BLACK  
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS IBERIA - AXN BLACK

THE VOICE “PICK UP”  
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

ON-AIR CONSUMER TIE-IN/BRAND INTEGRATED CAMPAIGN

CH 5 BOND ULTIMATE ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION  
MEDICORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

CHANNEL [V] – DRUMSTICK: ‘THE MOUTHS’  
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

CONTINUED...
CHANNEL [V] - LIVE FOR SUMMER  
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

MBC ACTION - TORNADO THURSDAY  
MBC BRAND MANAGEMENT

MUCHMUSIC - FANTA CAMPAIGN  
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

MUCHMUSIC - SUBWAY SPOTS  
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

LOWER THIRD PROMOTION

BORDER SECURITY  
DISCOVERY MAX

EVENING URGANT SHOW  
CHANNEL ONE RUSSIA

FEAR FACTOR  
TVNZ - BLACKSAND

HOARDING  
DISCOVERY MAX

LOWER THIRDS FOR PHINEAS AND FERB: PERRY SPORTS-ATHON!  
WALT DISNEY TELEVISION INTERNATIONAL (JAPAN)

RED MAN  
ZAO TV DARYAL

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROGRAM INFORMATIONAL GRAPHICS

COMEDY CENTRAL INFORMATIONAL GRAPHICS  
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

ECO AUGMENTED REALITY  
SRF

LATE NIGHT SCI-FI SLOT OPENER  
AXN SCI-FI ITALY

MUCHMUSIC - MMVA  
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

OLYMPIA AUGMENTED REALITY  
SRF

TUNE-IN RENEWAL  
SPACE SHOWER NETWORKS INC.
ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROGRAM OPEN/TITLES

CREATIVE MINDS
SBS SUBSCRIPTION TV

HELO BRO... TOLONG MASAK! - PROGRAM OPEN
ASTRO MBNS

MTV EMA 2012
VIMN MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

REDFERN NOW TITLE SEQUENCE
THE SOLID STATE

THE WILD - SEASON 2
MONARCHY

V-ROCKS
SPACE SHOWER NETWORKS

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROGRAM BUMPER

END OF THE WORLD STUNT
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

FRANCE 4 | CINEMA
LES TELECREATEURS

MAX - 80S WEEK
MAX - FOXTEL

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL | STORICA
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

RUSSIA. TOTAL ECLIPSE. TITLE.
NTV

WINTER AND SPRING ID BUMPERS
CTC NETWORK

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROGRAM-SPECIFIC LOGO

13TH STREET CREME DE LA CRIME
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

AFRICAN FILM LIBRARY - TITLE SEQUENCE
MONARCHY

DAME TV LOGO
MVS TELEVISION

FOXCINEMA_COPPER_TEASER
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

CONTINUED...
TELEVISION/VIDEO PRESENTATION: NEWS PROGRAM

NEWS/INFORMATION PROGRAM SPOT

"ALLAH ISLAM" (LAUNCH)
CHANNEL 10

COUNTING THE COST
AL JAZEERA ENGLISH

BREAKFAST RETURNS
TVNZ - BLACKSAND

ORIGAMI
AL JAZEERA ENGLISH

311 COMPOSITE PROMO
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

TWEETS FROM TAHIRI
AL JAZEERA ENGLISH

NEWS/INFORMATION PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

INSIDE STORY
AL JAZEERA ENGLISH

“THE EVENTS”
TRBC "UKRAINE", LLC

CNN FREEDOM PROJECT DOCUMENTARIES
CNN

FACT
KESHET BROADCASTING LTD

ORIGAMI
AL JAZEERA ENGLISH

TWEETS FROM TAHIRI
AL JAZEERA ENGLISH

SPECIAL NEWS REPORT OR EVENT PROGRAM SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

2013 ELECTIONS
CHANNEL 10

CONTINUED...
AL ARABIYA - HISTORY IN THE MAKING
MBC BRAND MANAGEMENT

AMERICAN ELECTIONS : LIVE DEBATE
GLOBO NEWS

AMERICA'S CHOICE 2012 RNC OPEN
CNN

ARTS.21 OUT OF BAYREUTH PROMO
DW

DISCOVERY CHANNEL - SECRETS OF BIN LADEN'S LAIR
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: NEWS PROGRAM PROMOTION PACKAGE

ANDERSON COOPER 360° - KEEPING THEM HONEST
CNN

CNN HEROES
CNN

DISCOVERY CHANNEL - SECRETS OF BIN LADEN'S LAIR
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

LA ULTIMA PALABRA
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

PIK TV - HD NEWS PACKAGE
SKYPLAX DESIGN

TAFF REDESIGN 2012
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: NEWS PROGRAM INFORMATIONAL GRAPHICS

BBC WORLD NEWS 2 MILLION FACEBOOK FANS
BBC

CNNI LINEUPS
CNN

FISCAL CLIFF
SKY CREATIVE

NEWS REDESIGN / INFOGRAFIKEN
SRF

US ELECTION
SKY CREATIVE

WHAT IS A BANKER REALLY WORTH
SKY CREATIVE
ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: NEWS PROGRAM OPEN/TITLES

E! NEWS MAIN TITLE
NBC UNIVERSAL/E! ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION

ECONEWS INTRO
DARLING CREATIVE MOTION, SKAI TV

PEOPLE AND POWER
AL JAZEERA ENGLISH

SUNDAY POLITICS
BBC NEWS

SWEET & EASY
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

TOP OF THE HOUR
SKY CREATIVE

TELEVISION/VIDEO PRESENTATION: SPORTS PROGRAM

SPORTS PROGRAM SPOT

CTV OLYMPIC BELIEVE CAMPAIGN
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

FA CUP - IMAGE
ESPN

FOOTBALL FROM ANOTHER WORLD - ZDF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
UNITEDSENSES

MOMENT. OWNED.
THE STADIUM

SUNDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL: SONG
NBC SPORTS AGENCY

UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
ESPN

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: SPORTS PROGRAM SPOT

BBC SPORT - THE BOAT RACE
M-I-E

BORN FOR FOOTBALL
ANTENNA CREATIVE SERVICES

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE FINAL 2012 - STONEPEOPLE
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

FOOTBALL FROM ANOTHER WORLD - ZDF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
UNITEDSENSES

CONTINUED...
LIONSXII 2013 IMAGE
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

SPORTS
ONCETV MÉXICO

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: SPORTS PROGRAM GENERAL IMAGE SPOT

CTV: LONDON OLYMPICS PROMO
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

GLOBOLINHA
TV GLOBO

HOME OF SPORTS - TENNIS
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

NRL HEARTLAND
FOX SPORTS AUSTRALIA

THUNDERHEART
YLE MARKETING

UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
ESPN

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: SPORTS PROGRAM SPECIAL EVENTS SPOT

‘MESSAGE TO THE FANS’
FOX SPORTS AUSTRALIA

BBC SPORT - THE BOAT RACE
M-I-E

F-1, 40 YEARS IN BRAZIL
TV GLOBO

FA CUP - IMAGE
ESPN

MUNDINE VS GEALE 2 - MAIN SELL
FOXTEL PTY LTD

REPORTE_LONDRES_1
ONCETV MÉXICO

TELEVISION - VIDEO PRESENTATION: PROGRAM SYNDICATOR/DISTRIBUTOR CATEGORIES

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

E.AFRICA SPIDERMAN
E.TV

CONTINUED...
KUBA WOJEWODZKI
TVN POLAND

NCIS
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS UK

SMASH S1
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ASIA PACIFIC

TSN OLYMPIC BELIEVE CAMPAIGN
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

HOLIDAY/SEASONAL/SPECIAL EVENT PROGRAM SPOT

MUCHMUSIC - 2012 MMVAS HOST SPOT
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

NASTY VALENTINE PROMO
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD - SONIC

NINJA HATTORI FRESH ALL NEW EPISODES
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD - SONIC

POWER RANGER’S SUPER SAMURAI CONTEST ANNOUNCEMENT PROMO:
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD - SONIC

SATURDAY MARATHON
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORDIC

WEEKEND BURNOUT
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORDIC

TELEVISION – HOME ENTERTAINMENT CATEGORIES

MOVIE PROMOTION

HARRY POTTER
SKY CREATIVE

I AM LEGEND “BOB MARLEY” - WARNER
INJAUS - TURNER LATIN AMERICA

SKY MOVIES 007
SKY CREATIVE

THE AVENGERS
CHELLO CREATIVE

THE HAUNTING IN CONNECTICUT 2: GHOSTS OF GEORGIA
LIONSGATE

VOD AMERICAN PIE
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD
TELEVISION SERIES PROMOTION

FAIRY TALE "PLANNING THE WEDDING" - WARNER
INJAUS / TURNER LATIN AMERICA

GENERICA THE FOLLOWING "FOLLOWERS" - WARNER
INJAUS - TURNER LATIN AMERICA

MAD MEN SEASON 5 BLU-RAY TRAILER #1
LIONSGATE

MAD MEN SEASON 5: BLU-RAY TV SPOT
LIONSGATE

NURSE JACKIE: SEASON 4 BLU-RAY TRAILER #1
LIONSGATE

WEEDS SEASON 8 BD TRAILER #1
LIONSGATE HOME ENTERTAINMENT

TELEVISION - VIDEO PRESENTATION: CABLE, SATELLITE AND ONLINE CONTENT PLATFORMS

GENERAL IMAGE SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

BALADA - ISAT
INJAUS DESIGN TURNER INTERNATIONAL ARGENTINA

MUCHMUSIC - TMC
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

PLUZZ | THE KISS
LES TELECREATEURS

PRUDEENCE AT LARGE WITH DSTV
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

RED CARPET (RUSSIA PREMIUM LAUNCH)
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

VIASAT FILM
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

ON-SCREEN SERVICES PROMOTION SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

ADULT 'PARENTAL CONTROLS'
DIRECTV

HAPPY EASTER!
CHELLO CREATIVE

HOT VOD BIGGER THAN EVER
HOT

CONTINUED...
PRUDENCE AT LARGE WITH DSTV
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

START OVER
HOT

THE AVENGERS
CHELLO CREATIVE

TELEVISION - VIDEO PRESENTATION: TRADE OR INTERNAL MARKETING

MARKETING VIDEO/SIZZLE REEL/PRESENTATION - INTERNAL USE

HOME OF MOVIES
SINGAPORE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD

I.SAT REEL 2013 - I.SAT
TURNER INTERNATIONAL ARGENTINA

KNOWLEDGE SIZZLE REEL
BBC WORLDWIDE CHANNELS

MIDSEASON SIZZLE REEL
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

REEL 2013 - SPACE
TURNER ARGENTINA - INJAUS - SPACE

SF GRAFFITI REEL
SF

MARKETING VIDEO/SIZZLE REEL/PRESENTATION - EXTERNAL USE

CBS EYECON UPFRONT OPEN
CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC - 2012 CASBAA SIZZLE
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

KNOWLEDGE INSPIRATION REEL
BBC WORLDWIDE CHANNELS

MBC2 - SALES TAPE STATISTICS
MBC BRAND MANAGEMENT

NAT GEO REEL - MEET THE FAMILY
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL

SQUARES AND ROUNDS - I.SAT
TURNER INTERNATIONAL ARGENTINA
ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: SALES OR INTERNAL MARKETING PRESENTATION

AD’S CONFERENCE
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

BBC.COM AD SALES OLYMPICS INFOGRAPHIC
BBC

CANADIAN MUSEUM FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
SYSTEMATIC

DISCOVERY CHANNEL - PRICELESS CASBAA SIZZLE
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

LIVE FROM THE RED CARPET: EMMY AWARDS
NBC UNIVERSAL/E! ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION

TLC - BOB BLUMER SIZZLE
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: SELF PROMOTION/SHOW REEL/COMPANY IMAGE REEL

BE BRAVE - REEL – CREATIVE SOLUTIONS 2012
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

MVSTV_MOTIONREEL
MVS TELEVISION

REEL IMAGE AXN ROBERTO CHIRQUI
AXN LATIN AMERICA

TV1 LOVE TO LOVE
TV1

TV81_KIX_SIZZLEREEL2013
CELESTIAL TIGER ENTERTAINMENT

TELEVISION – VIDEO PRESENTATION: SPECIAL CATEGORIES

FUNNIEST PROMO

BRUCE LEE MOVIE SPECIALS
MEDIACORP TV CHANNEL 8

SOUTH PARK TEES "TWISTED"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

COMEDY CENTRAL LAUNCH "FUNNY BONE"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

END OF THE WORLD STUNT
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

CONTINUED...
HD PROMO - LAME COMPARISON
FOXTEL CREATIVE - FOXTEL MANAGEMENT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

SOUTH PARK TEES "DIRTY"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: MUSIC VIDEO OR SHORT SUBJECT VIDEO

FRANCE 4 | EDITION LIMITÉE
LES TELECREATEURS

HOWLIN' WOLF
ROYALE

IOWA CAUCUS OPEN
CNN

MAYAN APOCALYPSE
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL

RNC OPEN
CNN

THE WORLD AT SEVEN BILLION
BBC ON DEMAND

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: VIDEO BASED WEBSITE PROMOTION

13TH STREET CREME DE LA CRIME
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

IREPORT AWARDS
CNN

KANAL 5 PLAY
SBS TV

SYFY ARMA-GO-ON
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

TERRA NOVA
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

THE CONFESION-FAITH
AXN LATIN AMERICA

TELEVISION - VIDEO PRESENTATION: CRAFT CATEGORIES

EDITING

BEAR GRYLLS - GREATEST HITS
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORDIC

CONTINUED...
CANAL+ SUMMER HITS
BOND STREET FILM STOCKHOLM

CMORE IMAGE SPOT
BOND STREET FILM STOCKHOLM

IMAGE SPOT OCT 12
COMEDY CHANNEL, FOXTEL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

LIVE EVERY MOMENT WITH DSTV
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

WEEKEND BURNOUT
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORDIC

COPYWRITING

COMEDY CENTRAL LAUNCH "FUNNY BONE"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

NBC THURSDAY NIGHT COMEDY “CRANK” :60
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

SOUTH PARK TEES "DIRTY"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

THE STAND-UP CLUB "YOGA"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

TIGER - I.SAT
TURNER INTERNATIONAL ARGENTINA

UNTAMED AMERICAS IDENTs
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNELS INTERNATIONAL

DIRECTING

COMEDY CENTRAL LAUNCH "FUNNY BONE"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

OUR OLYMPIANS
ASTRO MBNS

PRIME CRIME AT TEN
A+E NETWORKS UK

PRIME FRIENDS
PRIME / VIDEOHOUSE

THE STAND-UP CLUB "YOGA"
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

THE WILD - SEASON 2
MONARCHY
USE OF ORIGINAL MUSIC/SCORE

A STAR IS BORN
KESHER BROADCASTING LTD

AMERICAN GANGS
DISCOVERY ITALIA SRL

END OF THE WORLD STUNT
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

IMAGE SPOT OCT 12
COMEDY CHANNEL, FOXTEL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

THE MEN OF YOU
LIFESTYLE YOU

THUNDERHEART
YLE MARKETING

MUSIC OR INSTRUMENTAL THEME WITH OR WITHOUT VOCALS

2012 TOUR DE FRANCE: YELLOW
NBC SPORTS AGENCY

BOARDWALK EMPIRE
SKY CREATIVE

COME ON
SKY CREATIVE

HORROR 2012
CHELLO ZONE

NBC “BROTHERHOOD OF MAN”
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

SILENT HOUSE
VIASAT CREATIVE LONDON

SOUND DESIGN

CMORE IMAGE SPOT
BOND STREET FILM STOCKHOLM

HELLS KITCHEN
THE LIFESTYLE CHANNEL

MBC2 - JULY HIGHLIGHTS
MBC BRAND MANAGEMENT

REFEREE JINGLE BELLS
FOX SPORTS BRAZIL

CONTINUED...
THE VOICE “PICK UP”  
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

WEEKEND BURNOUT  
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORDIC

ANIMATION

AFRICA MAGIC - FAMILY IDENT 01  
MONARCHY

AFRICA MAGIC - FAMILY IDENT 02  
MONARCHY

MTV DREAM BIG  
VIMN MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

MTV GROUP HUG  
VIMN MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

SPEED- BARRETT JACKSON  
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

SUPERSPORT TRANSFORMERS  
ORIJIN

ON-AIR ILLUSTRATION

ABC3, DRAGON  
AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

ABC3, MY WORLD OF ANIMALS  
AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

ABC3, MY WORLD OF KNITTING  
AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

CINEMINUTO EXAFM  
MVS TELEVISION

HBO BE ORIGINAL STAY ORIGINAL IMAGE SPOT  
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

SERIES IN A PAPER THEATRE - AXN BLACK  
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS IBERIA - AXN BLACK

ON-AIR TYPOGRAPHY

BOARDWALK EMPIRE S2 "SILENT MOVIE" - AXN BLACK  
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS IBERIA - AXN BLACK

BURNING QUESTIONS  
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

CONTINUED...
HISTORY_HISTORY'S TALES_ID EVENTS  
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

HISTORY'S SECRETS  
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

RANDY CUNNINGHAM 9TH GRADE NINJA LAUNCH TEASER  
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LTD.

SKY 1 PLUS 1  
SKY CREATIVE

RADIO – AUDIO ONLY CATEGORIES

PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL RADIO SPOT

RADIO – GUYS WITH KIDS “STORIES”  
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

REAL HOUSEWIVES OF BEVERLY HILLS RADIO  
ARENA, FOXTEL NETWORKS AUSTRALIA

ROVE LA SEASON 2 RADIO SPOT  
FOX8, FOXTEL NETWORKS AUSTRALIA

THE LANGUAGE OF LULLABIES  
BBC WORLD SERVICE

TOSH.0 RADIO SPOT  
COMEDY CHANNEL, FOXTEL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

WIMBLEDON 2012 ON THE BBC  
BBC WORLD SERVICE

USE OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA

PROGRAM PROMOTION WEBSITE

JAKE TESORO A LA VISTA - DISNEY JUNIOR  
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

GRAND DESIGNS AUSTRALIA SERIES 3  
FOXTEL – LIFESTYLE CHANNEL

JAKE UNETE A LA TRIPULACION - DISNEY JUNIOR  
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

TWEET ME JOE  
WARNER BROS. DIGITAL MEDIA

SYFY BLOODY FIVE  
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY
CONTINUED...
VIOLETTA STUDIO - DISNEY CHANNEL
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

INTERACTIVE PROMOTION

DYNAMO VIRAL CAMPAIGN
DISCOVERY MAX

FOX: DEAD WALK OF FAME
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS GERMANY

HANNAH MANGOLD - WEBSITE
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

POPSTARS ISLAND
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

SYFY BLOODY FIVE
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

WIPEOUT VINTER
SBS TV AB

CHANNEL OR PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL GAME

A&E - FORTUNE HUNTING CHALLENGE
FOXTEL

 FALLING SKIES
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

FOX: DEAD WALK OF FAME
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS GERMANY

PETER PUNK PHOTO TOUR
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

SANCTUARY MONSTER JAGD
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

THE VOICE LIVE
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING AND DIGITAL

USE OF INTERACTIVE TV, MOBILE, EMERGING PLATFORMS

PROMOTIONAL SMARTPHONE/MOBILE APPLICATION

BREAKING NEWS
SBS TV AB

GRIMM: THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE IBOOK
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING AND DIGITAL
CONTINUED...

I LOVE FOOD AWARDS 2012
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE FOOD

NOOSE TONES
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

SINGTEL MIO TV BEST USE OF SMART PHONE
SINGAPORE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD

SKY NEWS US ELECTIONS FOR IPAD APP
SKY CREATIVE

PROMOTIONAL VIRAL/WEB/MOBILE CONTENT

FOX: ZOMBIE VIRAL
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS GERMANY

GRIMM : THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING AND DIGITAL

SEASON PASS GET IT WHILE IT'S HOT - HOMELAND
SINGAPORE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD

THE WALKING DEAD CINEMA ACTIVATION
IRELAND/DAVENPORT

VAMPIRE DIARIES
WARNER BROS. DIGITAL MEDIA

WIPEOUT VINTER
SBS TV AB

PROMOTIONAL INTERACTIVE APPLICATIONS

BREAKING NEWS
SBS TV AB

DW SMART TV APP
DW

FOX: DEAD WALK OF FAME
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS GERMANY

GRIMM : THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
NBC ENTERTAINMENT DIGITAL AND MARKETING

PERSON OF INTEREST PROMOTION VIDEO GENERATOR
AXN JAPAN, SPTI
CROSS MEDIA PROMOTION: CHANNEL PROMOTION

GENERAL IMAGE CAMPAIGN USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

FOX CRIME MANIA
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS ITALY

I LOVE FOOD AWARDS
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE FOOD

LONDON CALLING
BBC WORLDWIDE CHANNELS / BBC GLOBAL NEWS

MICROTHTRE FOR CALLE 13
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ESPAÑA S.L.U

SYFY_ THE BEST END OF THE WORLD
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ESPAÑA S.L.U

VTM / THE NEW IDENTITY
GÉDÉON & VTM

CROSS MEDIA PROMOTION: CONTENT PROMOTION

PROGRAM/MOVIE PROMOTION PACKAGE CAMPAIGN USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

BREAKING NEWS
SBS TV AB

CROC CATCHERS MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL

ELECTION DAY OFF-CHANNEL CAMPAIGN
CNN

NATIONAL CONVNETIONS - RNC & DNC OFF CHANNEL CAMPAIGN
CNN

SYFY BLOODY FIVE
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

WIPEOUT VINTER
SBS TV AB

HOLIDAY/SEASONAL/SPECIAL EVENT PROGRAM CAMPAIGN USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

13TH STREET UNIVERSAL - CRÈME DE LA CRIME
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

AXN 2012 FALL COLLECTION IMAGE CAMPAIGN
SPT NETWORKS AXN CENTRAL EUROPE

CNN HEROES
CNN
CONTINUED...

HLN DAYTIME EMMY AWARDS
CNN

SIXX TUNE IN
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

STEEL - EL ALAMEIN
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALIA

DRAMATIC PROGRAM CAMPAIGN USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

13TH STREET UNIVERSAL - CRÈME DE LA CRIME
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

ABC1, MABO
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA

BOARDWALK EMPIRE S2 - EVENT - AXN BLACK
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS IBERIA

HBO CAPADOCIA
HBO LATIN AMERICA

THE FOLLOWING LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

THE WALKING DEAD CAMPAIGN - THE END IS ONLY THE BEGINNING
IRELAND/DAVENPORT

UNSCRIPTED/NON-FICTION/REALITY PROGRAM CAMPAIGN USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

GATOR BOYS
ANIMAL PLANET

HOT GUYS WHO COOK S1
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ASIA PACIFIC

SASUKE SINGAPORE
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

SCAM CITY CAMPAIGN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNELS INTERNATIONAL

THE VOICE - SEASON 3 - FEATURING THE CHAIR AS AN ICONIC ELEMENT
NBC ENTERTAINMENT

TOP MODEL SWEDEN
MTG TV

CONSUMER TIE-IN/BRAND INTEGRATED CAMPAIGN USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

[V] OZ ARTIST OF THE YEAR 2012
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL
CONTINUED...

DAYTIME EMMY AWARDS CONSUMER PROMOTION
CNN

BIG FAT GYPSY WEDDINGS
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE YOU

FASHION POLICE: “YOU DON’T KNOW JACK” UK CAMPAIGN
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION

[V] PRESENTER SEARCH 2012
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

MCDONALD’S GETTIN SERIOUS
SEVEN NETWORK - RED

STUNT PROMOTION PACKAGE USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

13TH STREET UNIVERSAL - CRÈME DE LA CRIME
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

2012 STANLEY CUP FOUNTAIN
NBC SPORTS AGENCY

ABALONE WARS
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

BIG FAT GYPSY WEDDINGS
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE YOU

CTV AT FAN EXPO
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

PHENIAS AND FERB: PERRY SPORTS
WALT DISNEY TELEVISION INTERNATIONAL (JAPAN)

TOTAL PACKAGE ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: CHANNEL IMAGE ON-AIR ONLY

ANIMAL PLANET
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

DMAX ITALIA
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

GLOOB
GLOBOSAT NETWORK

MTV CHANNEL IDENTITY
VIMN MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

PARAMOUNT CHANNEL IDENTITY
VIMN - MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO MILAN

TVZ
GLOBOSAT NETWORK
TOTAL PACKAGE ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: CHANNEL IMAGE – USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

FOXTEL REBRAND
FOXTEL CREATIVE - FOXTEL MANAGEMENT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

MEN OF YOU
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE YOU

M-NET MOVIES IMAGE CAMPAIGN
CLEARWATER FOR M-NET MOVIES

MONGOL TV BRANDING CAMPAIGN
MONGOL TV

ONDIREC TV REBRAND
DIRECTV LATIN AMERICA | SUPERLATIV | AIR LUMIERE

TVTROPOLIS: HAVE A NICE LAUGH
SHAW MEDIA INC.

TOTAL PACKAGE ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROGRAM – USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

ABC1, REDFERN NOW
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA

CNN HEROES
CNN

BADABOOM
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

CNN GRILL LOGOS
CNN

FA CUP ON ESPN ‘SNOWMAN’, ‘ART CLASS’, ‘ELECTRICIAN’
BDA CREATIVE

CNN POLITICS - AMERICA’S CHOICE - ELECTION PACKAGE
CNN

TOTAL PACKAGE ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROGRAM - ON-AIR ONLY

#SONYSPINIS
SONY SPIN LATIN AMERICA

CENTRAL TELEVISION.
NTV

FOXCRIME_C.M.8 CAMPAIGN_BRAIN'S CELLS
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

MNTM LAUNCHING CAMPAIGN
SONY ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION LATIN AMERICA

MUCHMUSIC - MMVA
LOGO DESIGN: CHANNEL SPECIFIC USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

"GUNDAM WEEK" DURING GOLDEN WEEK
ANIMAX BROADCAST JAPAN INC.

DW LOGO
DW

GLOOB
GLOBOSAT NETWORK

STYLE NETWORK LOGO
STYLE NETWORK

TELEMUNDO REBRAND
TELEMUNDO MEDIA

PRINT

CONSUMER OR TRADE PRINT AD - CHANNEL

[V] PRESENTER SEARCH 2012
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

HBO BE ORIGINAL STAY ORIGINAL PRINT AD
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

MEN OF YOU
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE YOU

NO FANGS ATTACHED
FOXTEL CREATIVE - FOXTEL MANAGEMENT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD & PRINCIPALS BRANDING AGENCY AUSTRALIA

STUDIO UNIVERSAL - COWBOY
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALIA

STUDIO UNIVERSAL - MUMMY
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALIA

CONSUMER OR TRADE PRINT CAMPAIGN - CHANNEL

[V] OZ ARTIST OF THE YEAR 2012
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

DYNAMO PRINT CAMPAIGN
DISCOVERY MAX

MEN OF YOU
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE YOU

POLITICS POP CAMPAIGN
CNN

CONTINUED...
SF CHANNEL AUSTRALIA LAUNCH
SF AUSTRALIA

TV1 AUSTRALIA BRAND REPOSITIONING
TV1 AUSTRALIA

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: CONSUMER OR TRADE PRINT AD - CHANNEL

BRAIN CELLS TRADE PRINT AD
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNELS INTERNATIONAL

HBO BE ORIGINAL Stay ORIGINAL PRINT AD
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

MEN OF YOU
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE YOU

SHOWER OF MUSIC
SPACE SHOWER NETWORKS INC.

TELEMUNDO REBRAND
TELEMUNDO MEDIA

CONSUMER OR TRADE PRINT AD - PROGRAM

BEYOND
MEDIACORP TV PTE LTD

DIVA UNIVERSAL - POLIZIA: FEMMINILE, SINGOLARE.
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALIA

PROSIEBEN POPSTARS
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

SCI-FI TUESDAYS: THE EXTRA TEARRESTRIAL
SHAW MEDIA INC.

TANGLE SEASON 3
SHOWCASE CHANNEL - FOXTEL

TITANIC WEEK STRAIGHT AHEAD
SHAW MEDIA INC.

CONSUMER OR TRADE PRINT CAMPAIGN - PROGRAM

FOX MOVIES - BREAK FREE MOVIES
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS MIDDLE EAST

HISTORY - THE PEOPLE SPEAK - PRINT
FOXTEL

JOYS OF LIFE PERIOD DRAMA
MEDIACORP CHANNEL 8
CONTINUED...

KABEL EINS – THE STRICTEST PARENTS IN THE WORLD
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

SASUKE SINGAPORE
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

VIOLETTA - DISNEY CHANNEL
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: CONSUMER OR TRADE AD - PROGRAM

7 DAYS. KARPOV.
NTV

ABC2, SEX ON FRIDAYS
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA

C21 "ARROW" INSERT
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TV MARKETING-ART & ADVERTISING

CNN HEROES
CNN

SCI-FI TUESDAYS: EXTRA TEARRESTIAL
SHAW MEDIA INC.

SECRET MEAT BUSINESS
FOXTEL - LIFESTYLE FOOD

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: KEY ART/POSTER

ABC1, RAKE KEYART "UP TO HIS NECK IN IT"
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA

MASTER OF PLAY
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

TANGLE SEASON 3
SHOWCASE CHANNEL - FOXTEL

THE CONFIDANT
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

ABC3, FIGARO PHO
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA

THE LAST STEEP ASCENT
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: CARD, FOLDED OR BOUND PIECE

2013 AMAZING
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA
CONTINUED...

ABC1 MABO PRESS KIT
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA

CANNES LIONS INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING FESTIVAL 2012 BOOK
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIACORP PTE LTD

CTV: HORSES OF McBRIDE MEDIA KIT
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

FOX CLASSICS STYLE GUIDE
FOXTEL CREATIVE – FOXTEL MANAGEMENT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

VASANTHAM – DEEPAVALI: NOTEBOOK
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIACORP PTE LTD

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PRESS KIT

ABC TV, AMAZING 2013
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA

ABC1, MABO
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA

ABC1, REDFERN NOW
ABC TELEVISION AUSTRALIA

BOARDWALK EMPIRE S2 "BOX" - AXN BLACK
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS IBERIA - AXN BLACK

HBO GAME OF THRONES PRESS KIT
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

TANGLE SEASON 3
SHOWCASE CHANNEL - FOXTEL

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: 3-D PROMOTIONAL OR SALES KIT

BEYOND
MEDIACORP TV CHANNEL 8

CHANNEL U – TRAVEL BELT: LUGGAGE BELT
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIACORP PTE LTD

CHANNELS CALENDAR - DISNEY CHANNEL, DISNEY XD, DISNEY JUNIOR
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

GAME PLAN MEDIA KIT
MEDIACORP TV CHANNEL 8

SHOW HAND - GAMBLING MAT
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD
PROMOTIONAL/PREMIUM ITEM(S)

ANIME CHARACTER REMOTE CONTROLS
ANIMAX BROADCAST JAPAN

DISCOVERY KIDS ANIMAL PUZZLE
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

DOOMSDAY PREPPERS - CAN OF BEANS
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL

SHOW HAND GAMBLING MAT
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

STUDIO UNIVERSAL - CALENDAR 2013
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALIA

UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY - XMAS CARD
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROMOTIONAL/PREMIUM ITEM(S)

CHANNEL 8 – JOYS OF LIFE: IPHONE CASE
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIACORP PTE LTD

RADIO: EMERGING ARTIST CD
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

TENUGUI
SPACE SHOWER NETWORKS INC.

ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN JACKET - DISNEY XD
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

VIOLETTA PREMIUMS- DISNEY CHANNEL
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

XINMSN – BLK 88: POST-IT PAD
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIACORP PTE LTD

LOGO DESIGN

BBC WORLD SERVICE 80TH ANNIVERSARY
BBC

CNN GRILL LOGO
CNN

HBO ACTION NATION LOGO
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

SF LOGO
SF
CONTINUED...

TELEMUNDO REBRAND
TELEMUNDO MEDIA

VIOLETTA - DISNEY CHANNEL
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

TOTAL PACKAGE DESIGN: PRINT ONLY – CHANNEL OR PROGRAM

ATV 55TH ANNIVERSARY LOGO
ASIA TELEVISION LIMITED

THE AVENGERS: EARTH’S MIGHTIEST HEROES! - DISNEY XD
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

JAKE AND THE NEVER LAND PIRATES - DISNEY JUNIOR
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

MISS HONG KONG PAGEANT 2012
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

TELEMUNDO REBRAND
TELEMUNDO MEDIA

VIOLETTA - DISNEY CHANNEL
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

OUTDOOR/ENVIRONMENTAL/TRANSIT AD CAMPAIGN: CHANNEL

[V] PRESENTER SEARCH 2012
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

DISCOVERY MAX
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

OCTOBER SPECIAL PROGRAM PR EVENT
ANIMAX BROADCAST JAPAN

[V] OZ ARTIST OF THE YEAR 2012
CHANNEL [V] - FOXTEL

TELEMUNDO REBRAND
TELEMUNDO MEDIA

OUTDOOR/ENVIRONMENTAL/TRANSIT AD: PROGRAM

BBC WORLD NEWS: NEWSDAY PROGRAMME LAUNCH
BBC

HOLMES MAKES IT RIGHT: SUPERMIKE
SHAW MEDIA INC.

MEXICO’S NEXT TOP MODEL S3 APPAREL TAKEOVER
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION LATIN AMERICA
CONTINUED...

PROSIEBEN POPSTARS
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

SHOW HAND - GAMBLING BOARD
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

STUDIO WORK OF ART BILLBOARD
SBS SUBSCRIPTION TV

OUTDOOR/ENVIRONMENTAL/TRANSIT AD CAMPAIGN: PROGRAM

FASHION POLICE "YOU DON'T KNOW JACK" CAMPAIGN
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION

NEW DISCOVERY OF SHERLOCK PROMOTION
AXN MYSTERY, SPTI

REVOLUTION LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
FOX8, FOXTEL NETWORKS AUSTRALIA

SIXX VAMPIRE DIARIES
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

THE AMAZING RACE AUSTRALIA OUTDOOR
SEVEN NETWORK

THE X FACTOR AUSTRALIA 2013 (TFX)
SEVEN NETWORK AUSTRALIA

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: OUTDOOR/ENVIRONMENTAL/TRANSIT STATIC CAMPAIGN

JAKE AND THE NEVER LAND PIRATES - DISNEY JUNIOR
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

MARVEL UNIVERSE - DISNEY XD
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

TELEMUNDO REBRAND
TELEMUNDO MEDIA

THE AVENGERS: EARTH'S MIGHTIEST HEROES! - DISNEY XD
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

TSN: GREY CUP OUTDOOR
BELL MEDIA AGENCY

VIOLETTA - DISNEY CHANNEL
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

MARKETING PRESENTATION - PRINT OR SPECIALTY

ANIMAL PLANET ANNUAL DIARY 2012
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC (SOUTH ASIA)
CONTINUED...

DISCOVERY HD WORLD BROCHURE
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC (SOUTH ASIA)

DISNEY MEDIA +
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY LATIN AMERICA

THINK BEFORE YOU BRAND
UNITEDSENSES

TV1 AUSTRALIA 2013 CALENDAR
TV1 AUSTRALIA

DISCOVERY KIDS - CHANNEL SHOWCASE BROCHURE
DISCOVERY COMMUNICATIONS ASIA PACIFIC(SOUTH ASIA)

SALES PROMOTION - COLLATERAL/SPECIALTY

CHANNEL 5 – SASUKE SINGAPORE: NINJA CUSHION
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIACORP PTE LTD

BEYOND
MEDIA CORP TV CHANNEL 8

CHANNEL 5 – THE LONDON OLYMPIC GAMES 2012: LANYARD WITH MEDAL TAG
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIA CORP PTE LTD

CHANNEL U – JUMP!: SKIPPING ROPE
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIA CORP PTE LTD

GAME PLAN MEDIA KIT
MEDIA CORP TV CHANNEL 8

CHANNEL U – TRAVEL BELT: LUGGAGE BELT
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIA CORP PTE LTD

SCENIC AND DISPLAY

SET DESIGN

AFRICAN FILM LIBRARY - SET DESIGN
MONARCHY

CCTV 5 - OLYMPIC SET DESIGN
ZSPACE

CNN GRILL SET DESIGN
CNN

DIDI & B MAIL TIME
NICKELODEON AUSTRALIA
CONTINUED...

GIGGLE AND HOOT'S GIGGLEARIUM
AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

MISS HONG KONG PAGEANT 2012
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

PROMOTION, MARKETING & DESIGN SPECIAL CROSS-OVER CATEGORIES

SALON DE REFUS
A&E RIDE OF YOUR LIFE
FOXTEL

ANTENNA NEWS - THIS IS OUR MISSION
ANTENNA CREATIVE SERVICES

MOSCOW OUT
RT TV CHANNEL

PROSIEBEN DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES – THE FINAL SEASON
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS - P7S1 TV DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

WATCH WHATEVER YOU WISH
CHELLO CREATIVE

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

80’S
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS UK

AXN KARATE KID STUNT
AXN ITALY

CRAZY WOMAN OF VILA OLIPIA
PUBLICIS BRASIL / CLIENT SONY ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION

DOOMSDAY PREPPERS ORIGINAL SHOOT
SHAW MEDIA INC.

SYFY_THE BEST END OF THE WORLD
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ESPAÑA S.L.U

THURSDAY COMEDY “SILENT MOVIE”
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

BEST WORK NEVER SEEN

ANTENNA NEWS - THIS IS OUR MISSION
ANTENNA CREATIVE SERVICES

HBO SA HITS CLARITY SELL SPOT #1
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD
CONTINUED...

**SPECIAL PROJECT AWARD**

**“PUPPET STATE” (LAUNCH)**
CHANNEL 10

**DISNEY FRIENDS FOR CHANGE: BUILDING LEADERS**
DISNEY CHANNELS WORLDWIDE

**DISNEY FRIENDS FOR CHANGE: EDUCATION IN INDIA**
DISNEY CHANNELS WORLDWIDE

**FX - THE WALKING DEAD - TWITTER HUNT**
FX CHANNEL

**LAST RESORT - SUBWAY SUBMARINE**
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION LATIN AMERICA

**NBC “BROTHERHOOD OF MAN”**
NBC ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING & DIGITAL

**PLEASE NOTE**
Due to select categories being judged at a later date, the finalists in some categories are not included on this list. Finalist/Winners in those categories will be announced at the awards show.

Questions?
Please contact the PromaxBDA Awards Department
(310) 789-1506
Or
awards@promaxbda.org